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waiter murray gibson
walter
halter
one of the most

understood

LDS leader of lanai

shepherd

influential exciting colorful

sentury
ftntury
fflneteenth ventury
of the rilneteenth

men

with the church of jesus christ of

and published a remarkable book in the hawaiian language

was

and perhaps

least

day

saints out of his life

which he renamed

in honolulu in 1872

the hawaiian language to and

lunalilo
after the untimely death of Luna
lilo

1874

a special

of

from

electoral district

this district as

a

this

months

later february

was followed by

on lanai which enabled gibson

legislative delegate

from a foolproof

gibson attracted attention
a

all over

large imposing statue of king

12

kamehameha and by

v

id

to run unopposed

c

4

1880 gibson purchased

0mmercial
mmiercial

advertiser

legislative

this

all

talked to them in their

own

gibson

it

made sense

unassailable

for kalakaua to keep such

a man

new

capacities gibsons

first

notable accomplishment was his

the

new money

printed in san francisco and the bills featured kalakauas robust frame
was

followed by the creation of a postal system

gibson

himself designed

and printed the postage stamps for the hawaii island kingdom

because of excessive debts incurred by the hawaiian government from

planning and arranging a

financing kalakauas world tour from the coronation extravagance of king

many

kalakaua and queen kapiolani

from the

iolani
erection of the magnificent lolani

palace and from financing the effect of a number of irresponsible laws and

hawaiis most influential newspaper
same

he

most important of

development of a new monetary system for the island nation

adviser to king kalakaua

at approximately the

of the wisest political minds of the times

in his

elective base

which
Kalakaua visited
whichalakaua
in whichkalakaua

personality were coupled with a most ingenious outlook

as close as possible to the throne

most prominent rulers

Enber
ept
fiber
eptenber
ent
estenber

the

1881

charm and

mean
clean
dean and upstanding people

hawaii by bringing about the erection of

successful world tour of king kalakaua in

of the

and as

his

hawaiian as a dignified
through the advertiser described hawaiians

assembly

legislator

spoke to gibson seemed to be impressed and captivated by

language and they considered every word he spoke as hawaiian gospel

was

from his base as a prominent

personal admiration for him

man who

the hawaiian people loved and trusted him

the creation

following a painless election in 1878 he became a member of hawaiis

who had a

every

and one

significant role in electing prince lunalilo
Luna lilo as king of the
thirteen

as the most dominant figure in the

of political offices

him

hawaiian kingdom followed by david kalakaua

aid

to take the unprecedented step of appointing gibson to not one but a number

in both english and hawaiian and the power of his hawaiian
language newspaper
hawaiianlanguage
he played a

who were

hawaii legi
tegl
tegi
legislature
slature induced kalakaua

with the aid of his exceptional oratorical ability

for the hawaiian people

dying off rapidly from diseases introduced by

to purchase a newspaper

was

and began publishing in

nouhou
nuhou

the hawaiian people

book was a manual on medical hygiene to

hiss stature
this factor in addition to hi

its polynesian members who had revered him almost as if he were
divine his activities at lanai became meaningless so he left Ms
his holdings
there in the hands of his two sons his daughter and son
in law and set out
soninlaw
for honolulu to a brighter more exciting drama of public life

first acts

this

gibson became the champion of causes benefiting the polynesian people

as well as

one of his

ans
hawaiians
hawailans
instructions for Hawaii

hables
haoles

hurray gibson
walter murray

latter

called sanitary

decrees

time he wrote

41

kalakauas cabinet

was

hay
forced to resign on may

18

1883

on

the

4

3

leaving on july

hurray gibson was presented to the public as premier
following day walter murray

of the
in

kingdom

of hawaii

1884 and 1885

and

set

gibson through diplomatic means attempted to

up a

confederation of pacific island states under the protection of king kalakaua
of hawaii

impatient with oceania lethargy in 1886 he initiated expansion

the use of force and advocated invasion and occupation
tonga

were to be directed toward samoa

the gilbert islands

sent to

samoa

in that order

for this purpose

had

A

if

necessary

tahiti

the cook island group

some

of the

particularly

henry poor a confederation of the two

sailed into apia harbor

and

have become a

reality

instead four
insteadfour

Tama
Tima sese as king of
timasese
established tamasese

military expedition to

its failure
disrepute

samoa and

samoa under

the

international indignation over the

at

the humiliation of the people

this put gibson in a defensive position and his
he quickly lost support of the haole population

home

over

profusely

of europe

ail
ali
all

he wore his

virtues with style flair and splendor

we now

lynched him and

1887 and would have

had not been
who

claimed

for the efforts of james

it would

H

was

wodehouse

cause an international incident

should be executed in such a manner

instead he

was

a

visiting

british

recognize

as in his

him

if it

commissioner

if a british

subject

banished from hawaii

and

lay in state where
included

the

among

hawaii but most
long obituaries were

mormon

and statesmanship and admitted

christ of latter

that

walter murray gibson was and his place in hawaiian

who

but

intellect

we

are not as interested here in this aspect of his
so

years

let

us go back to the beginning and consider

the series of events which led to him becoming a

member

of the church of jesus

saints

day

nortturberlatod
Eh giand
gland
the family of john gibson emigrated from northidbw1&
4 england

in

early

1837 and from

mew york
from new

it

rifles captured gibson in july
his son
in law fred hayselden who
soninlaw

acknowledged his

political history

militia corps called the honolulu rifles
the honolulu

five

carried in newspapers throughout the united sates and in the leading cities

sometime in the

the league in turn formed a citizen

it

until six in the evening

numerous were hawaiian people who grieved

government in

in the early 1880s a hawaiian league was formed composed of dual

protestant
ed largely Pio
testant americans
citizened
ciel zoned
citi
citizen

from ten in the morning

spreckles

D

returned to honolulu and on february 18

officials of

life

enemies exploited

body was

mourners were thebusiness
the business and government

german warships

protection of the german empire

gibsons political

hurray gibsons
walter murray
waiter
halter

thousands viewed his remains through a windowed coffin

john edward bush and his secretary

likely

of tuberculosis of the lungs

1888

and

of the emissaries sent to

kingdoms
kingdom would very

died january

and out

1888

crew and gross incompetence by some

samoa

of st marys hospital

until january in

21

J

he spent the following

1887

efforts

not been for the excessive use of

alcohol by the captain of the ship george gresley jackson and

6

months from august 10

by

one ship navy was commissioned and

it

for san francisco on the sugar freighter

1887

arriving in san francisco on august

and

its minister of foreign affairs

12

man

1830s

to montreal canada

there walter

now

they

to

new york

city

a young man hired out to drive a carriage

city to the pendleton district of south carolina

Is a mystery

how

he mentions only

gibson came to be

known

as a respected and educated

classroomsand
and teachers
classroomsand
brief encounters with classrooms

gives more credit for his education to his travels
much

moved

by

he

land and by sea and to

time spent in the back woods of the carolinas

his parents
but he was too

who now had a

much

large family followed

of a free spirit to spend

much time

him

to south carolina

within the confines

5

of

a family and

largely lived alone

6

the meeting of his mate Is best described

ocian arriving in the
out of the lower atlantic and across the indian ocean

by himself

separating sumatra and java in the middle of december
when I1 was

yet

a boy

I1 met

in

my

immediately became suspicious of a pompous

wanderings in the

backwoods of south carolina a fair and gentle girl of my
own age who had never been more than halfdays
half days ride from

from nowhere

the
theplantation
the plantation of her father we often sauntered together
in the still woods of milwee on summer days we would wade
barefooted
the shallow streams cross the deep and rapid
barefootedthe
barefoot
edthe
creeks with mutual help of hands to our tottering steps
as we walked the unsteady swinging trunk that bridged them
we
he would rest beneath the dense shade at the foot of
over
some great tree and talk our boyish and girlish fancies
ere long I1 was a man and we were married

his wife rachel
followed by a son

soon gave

john

birth to

henry

left the three children
he

set out for

new york

talula
whom

him

perfection

he emerged as a

up

tall

he proceeded to

mild mannered
mildmannered

a

man

assuming an

life

to start his great adventure and ambition in

it

the netherlands

aristocratic

was 1845 and he

life

by going

to sea

art of

voyages

was mormon

one around the horn

adventure

ship wallowed and rocked

its

to

know

dr john
house of

palmer

and in several

1858

M

bernhisel delegate from the

representatives

country and bernhisel was a member of the church of jesus

christ of latterday
latter day saints the church
united states government at this time
in june

little

came

territory to the united states
utah

to california and return he and a small crew set out on an expedition for

for nearly seven months their

B

but the dutch were patient and persistently argued that

for his dying claim he
utah

after several successful

11h
H

to escape

gibson was guilty of high treason as charged
As he wandered through the halls of congress trying to keep alive support

a year on an iron steamship he was back in new york as the skipper

sailing vessel

clipper ship

him

the state department to aid him in drawing up a case for restitution against

seamanship and navigation

of

taken

gibson proceeded to washington DC where he made a frantic appeal to

cultivate to vocal

so he signed on as an apprentice seaman and began to master the

after

was

america
months was back in inamerica

in his early twenties with the soft

bearing that he retained for the remainder of his
was anxious

finally
tinally gave

finally allowed

with no further embarrassing implications

he was picked up by the american

lr

diction of a southern gentleman which

tetter
ietter
letter

the effect of this letter was to put gibson in the prison of weltevreden
after three years of imprisonment the dutch apparently wanting to get rid of

with Rache
rachele parents
rachels
a man

when a

possession of the state

gibson made a try for a short time to care for his children alone with
and

the problem came to a head

canan
soofcanan
Soof
hanan first mate of the ship
the sooh
thesoote
stating that the american government was about to send ships of war to
gibson would be available to take
whichgibson
aminate all
rminate
exte
ail the dutch after which
ali
exterminate
efte

ane
tne birth of
at the

he

sh birth wandering in
of briti
british
ariti

man

from the person of charles graham

rachel died in childbirth

back country wet nurse for the newborn boy
the aid of a backcountry

the dutch officials

skippering a converted american ship completely empty of cargo

and seeking no cargo
andseeking

a daughter which they named

an
andd then a second son

1851

strait

the

new

was having

york times reported

serious trouble with the

that approximately

a year

a plan for the mormons
bernhisel
submitted
murray
to
gibson
had
walter
earlier
according to the article the mormon
e from utah to new guinea
emlo
emif
to emio

way

43

8

7

leaders approved the plan and bernhisel submitted
and

the united states

government
Govern nent in

early

1858

it

jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints in president youngs office

buchan&
to president buchana

government
verment rejected
the go

it

as being too costly for taxpayer support

in

new

bernhisel that he intended

in

may

after this article
soon to visit utah having arrived at st louis
appeared gibson wrote

york a few months

.1

salt

if

of his

latterday
latter day saints to

ordained an elder

be the

truth

then president young would send

to that people in the pacific

in this

way

him and a few

other elders

president youngs advice

gibson took

he resolved to spend the winter in

salt lake city

walter murray gibson was baptized on january 15
herber

C

kimball

1860

he was confirmed a member

in salt lakes
of the church of

two months

gibsons early relationships

latterday
latter day saints indicate

walter murray gibson

was

called on

a 6month
6month

he served a successful mission and because

on november 13

1860

president young called

him

for

japan the east indies and the malay islands

young and heber

to the orient on november 19

kimball

C

set

gibson apart for his mission

the next day gibson received not one

1860

but three missionary commissions impressively adorned with ribbons and seals
and signed by president young
he was

and wells as the

kimball

advised
also ad
vised that if he

had

first

presidency

the opportunity he should look in on the

saints in hawaii
accompanying gibson on

1861

after

a

fifteenday
fifteen day

his june

15

the party reached honolulu

talula

voyage

departure from san francisco by the

to take charge and to

do a

on june 30

short time after his arrival in honolulu

A

mormons
Mor mons
gibson began to meet quietly with the hawaiian cormons

had come

and study mormonism

date

often compared by his audiences to mark twain

was

bark yankee was his daughter

the two men evidently impressed each other favorably

by

endowment house

1860

9

oratory

salt lake city

president

gibson could do more good than

in any other way

city creek

april

on

a mission to china

he would be baptized and

same

who was now 16

attracted to the faith and sincere in his profession
Is clear that there was respect and trust between president young

humor and

back in

he found the restored gospel as taught by adherents to the church

of jesus christ of

salt lake

mission to the eastern states

president young told gibson that he should investigate the work of the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons

his daughter talula

it was

wells

he was genuinely

and gibson

1859

H

following their baptisms both gibson and his daughter received their

so he could

lake city in september

and daniel

years of age was baptized and confirmed on the

it

I1 have spent many years among the isles of wait for the
lord and while 1I lay in a dungeon on the island of java a voice
you shall show the way to a people who shall build
sa
id to me
sald
said
up a kingdom in these isles whose lives of power shall run around
my
VW purposes of life were changed from that hour
the earth
1I have thought again and again
that your people were the people
and yet as often rejected the idea
ideal but now 1I have resolved to
come into your midst and declare the burden of my spirit

but he did arrive in

the day before gibsons 38th birthday

that

moy

not travel rapidly

kimball

C

with members of the church of jesus christ of

years to propose to you and
has been in
heart
it
1 spoke
your people emigration to the islands of oceania
bernhisel at washington three years ago
in this wise to dr bernhlsel
was in my heart when a boy to dwell in thought upon java
it
and the isles afar off that have not
as said the lord by
roy fame neither have seen my glory
heard my
isaiah heardmy
many

gibson wrote also that he had his three children with him

himself assisted by heber

endowments in the

1859 he wrote ahead directly to president brigham young
my

young

by brigham

he told them

great work in their midst

gibson found the church members in the islands sadly disorganized

understand

how

this

came about

that

it is

necessary to look back briefly

to
the

he

9

first

missionary

mormon

of elder hiram clark
dark

who

became discouraged and

the missionaries

hawaii involved ten men under the direction

arrived in honolulu in 1850

left to

do missionary work

stayed in hawaii

first

he helped to found the

leader
in

who

effort in

10

elder george

Jon atana
convert jonatana

successful

translated the

latter part

in the

language

napela

H

of 1854

Q

book

of

at

of

and with
mormon

johnsons

the aid of a

consequently

into the hawaiian

the missionary efforts became very
a

leadership from the headquarters of the church
gibson wrote in his diary
malay archipelago in
1

I

will plant

my

my

on his

many

this

stakes here and

make a home

my

activities of the

all the islands

building planting preaching

baptizing

from there

were

sending for

a

great

their papers
satisfaction with

what

palawai
Pa
lawai on
I continue to abide at the hawaiian zion palanai
lalawai
I1island
s 1 and chiefly employed in organizing the labour of the

built

it

and 14 native brethren out on missions
and there have been added 520 to the church
I1 have

lanai

days

at

sent

3

parishioners

moving on from

and adding to the funds for the

ta
t5

way

of

life there

their father

and in the devotion

of his

and allowed then
them
theu to see him as

temporarily he seemed to have put aside thoughts of

lanai to other islands of the sea

1I never saw richer
have been turning over the mellow soil
and already the corn and the wheat look beautiful and full

we

loam

in his

he saw himself as

an ex halted person

gibson began

white

the beginning of 1862 gibson wrote in his diary of his rejoicing in

Pa
lawai
lalawai
the beauties of palawai

locate in the patasal valley of lanai and direct the

church in

he asked a bishop wing in honolulu

hilo hawaii

all islands

hawaii

a good meeting house here a dwelling house
we
and am now engaged in a large school house 50 by 20 feet
palawai
Pa
lawai and
have 82 children on lalawai
is noted for being the
healthiest and most prolific spot in all the kingdom 1I have
maui
5
sown 52 acres in wheat planted 5 in sugar cane on maul
in corn and preparing to plant about 5 in rice 1I have set out
to raise the funds here out of the soil to advance me on my
way to malaysia
however 1I am well content with what 1I have
to do here wherever I1 may get hereafter

delay his trip to the orient and try to put the church in the islands back in
he chose to

at halpio

far in the hawaiian islands

I1 have

arrival at lahaina

for the rest of

20

hawaiian saints

any personal

on

you and your

1

seeing the disorganized state of church in hawaii gibson decided to

order

persons from

he had done so

palawai valley
after seeing lalawai

and

130 on kauai

gibson wrote toward the yearend
year end 1861 indicating

the hawaiian islands take the place of the

thoughts

whom

same time be

to get certificates printed up in honolulu from time to time because

gibson arrived the missionaries had been gone for

left the converts without

kohala
kahala
hala
at KD

and about 30

brigham young wrote in 1857

approximately three years and

future field but will at the

gibson reported numerous baptisms

I

when

you in your proposed

associates are laboring

think it best for all the elders with one ortwo
ortho
exceptions to come home
if there are any faithful saints
there they are experienced enough in the work to stand firm in
the faith while those who are filled with the lust of the flesh
you had better wind up the
will float off with the current
whole business
1

your labors and experience

work

very advantageous to the poor saints among and for

because of the troubles the mormons were having in utah with

army approaching

gratified with reports of gibsons

beneficial to

palawal
gathering place called the city of joseph was established at palawai
lalawai on the

island of lanai

was

that

1861

31

in your present field wrote president young will not only be highly

maui
Keala kou maul
kealakou

the church had about 4000baptized
4000 baptized members in hawaii

when

he

cannon became the

branch of the church

he quickly learned the hawaiian language

1851

elder clark
mark soon
dark

in the south pacific

brigham young wrote gibson on october

purchase of more land

12

n
of promise I1 joy in watching the hope of harvest
all men are not farmers
fanners I1 love the earth

calmest and healthfulest
est home thus far I1 have
healthful
been alternating for many days between plans of labor here for
years and a purpose of speedy departure

lanai is

I1 wonder why

here Is a fitting place for communing with a better world
there Is no vice and riot of cities here there Is no pride
and noisy pomp of courts no hypocritic pretensions of stately
churches no plunder of armies no ambitions of kings

hated and thwarted and yet I1 am
I1 have
the valley smiles like a lover
cheerful and loving
saved a good amount of the crop after much battling with the
in raising stock
peelua grubs the sun wind and stray stock
my nock
fiock of goats has steadily grown to
flock
we have done better
about 200 and 1I have killed fifty or more sheep and fully 500
turkeys
and

sweet valie
vailey
valley
valleyin
valle yin
vaile
in a beautiful
island an island of curious caves and coral borders washed by
the everlasting blue sea and in this sweet valley there Is a
band a community of men and women who are devoted to
little
me
they are full of wonder full of interest and like little
children under me like
ilke little children under a fathers hand
now

what Is there here

A

he had preached his

parts of the

book of

first

sermon

in hawaiian

amd
doctrine and covenants aad

joseph smith into hawaiian

he had also

a summary

Ha
1862 about 650 hawaiians
had been baptized
wallans

january

mormons
Mor mons and
islands about 1200 reliable cormons

some

translated

of the life of

gibson wrote that from september

2000 or 3000

now

who were

in the

of

an

indifferent character
he informed

president young that he had set

the main body of the church

he had created

this Is of interest because
the authorities in utah informed of what

Ha
Hawaii
ans
wallans

it

up an

organization similar to

offices for the titleloving
title loving

clear that gibson kept
is quite oear
dear

he was doing to adapt the church

organization to the circumstances in hawaii
A

continuing problem

difficulty in acquiring

the

was

go verment took
although the hawaiian government

felt it

was

hostile

Haa
haalelea
faalelea
lelea

and what

decisive action against gibson he

wants to back out of his bargain

yet he

was happy on

me

to

go away

palawai
Is more particular the landlord of Pa
lawai
lalawai

the terras
tems proposed or on any terms
and

enough land

the hawaiian government wants

toward him

he wrote in his diary

no

lanai

and not

let

1I

am peaceful
an

1I

am

to get the minister of interior

prince lot

kam

early july

it

palawai
lalawai land

to take action to help him buy land from the government
seemed

after

Haa lelea
faalelea
that haalelea

backing

would

down on

after all

be

by

willing to sell the

his original agreement

this

made

consideration of the matter of government assistance in getting more land

to

1861

there were

yet

gibson had been trying unsuccessfully

gibson had learned the hawaiian language so quickly that in september
1861

my

us have the land on

lanai more urgent because

it would

on

lalawai would
eliminate all doubts that palawai

continue to became the permanent gathering place

in his petition gibson argued that

if

the government would sell or lease

land to him his organization would assume complete responsibility for
development

he

further stated that besides promoting agriculture he had

directed the building of dwellings
had organized an

its

and a schoolhouse

a meeting house

eighty two children and
industrial school in which eightytwo

adults participated

the school provided a

common

he

some

school education with

special attention to the english language in an apparent reference to
vocational education gibson said principles of science connected with
useful manufactures are

made

familiar

girls

and boys

are schooled

separately talula being in charge of the girls some women with children
also take part and care of infants Is part of the instruction gibson also
said he was planning to build

training of nurses

a

hospital and devote

some

attention to the

in
a

then

summary

at

better health

they sailed for honolulu
march 27

would be in addition to the patakai land he was trying to buy from

alma

the king rejected gibsons petition for a charter of incorporation for
but gibsons efforts began to have favorable effects
and looking

considered a move to kauai

islands and considering a

move

having

for land elsewhere in the other

deeper into oceania

late

antly
eight hawaiian elders joi
ntly wrote
jointly

1863

missionary in utah

activities
the

letter

was

in the
1

who had

earlier

and asked the former

present of the
1864

a

missionarys advice

letter to

after

quorum

of the twelve at their regular meeting

letter the

it

a

100 each

4

taking from the church

5

mormons
Mor mons
playing the tyrant over the hawaiian cormons

president young appointed
grandfather of ezra
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uncover
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in fact

sufficiently recovered the investigating party

covered the rock with brush and tabooed

of the twelve

joseph

a huge wave capsized the small

semi
annual church conference to be held beginning
semiannual

secretary of agriculture under

snow who

finally revived

surprised to see the investigating party

all of their possessions

of the

cluff got in the first landing boat
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he was pulled out
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both captain fisher and lorenzo snow were nearly drowned

near gibsons house
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later for

they headed for shore in the rough waters
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claiming brigham young had no authority in the hawaiian islands

the clipper bark onward and arrived there on

a few days

arriving the evening of april

to those
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by

crossed the rough channel between lahaina and the bay of manele

on january 18

offices for from

those serving as interpreters had earlier
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when

hawaiian elders charged gibson with the following
and priesthood

cluff

W

smith did not get into the boat because he had a premonition of disaster

was claimed

being translated

put into the hands of brigham young and he read

smith and william
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they told of gibsons

worked among them

selling church positions
to

benson
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smith and william
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boat

gibson finally obtained

go verment
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haalelea
faalelea
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been on missions for the church to the islands
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and

interpreters
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away
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exposing the rock to

Hawa lians saw this and waited for cluff to be struck
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dead for profaning the rock but no lightning struck
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the investigating party found that gibson
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had taught

the hawaiians to look
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exalted person

upon him as an

the old

hands and knees

way

in his presence they had to crawl on their
of entering the presence of royalty

I1 am pleased after an absence of over seven years to return
we have been referred to here as
and meet with you again
strangers
did we not travel on foot and preach the gospel to
this people for eight years visiting you in your houses
administering to the sick eating such food as you eat depriving
ourselves of the comforts and blessings of home and friends for
the gospel and your sakes
did we set a price on the offices
of the priesthood we conferred on you did we exact tribute
now when you
from you to purchase lands for us and our heirs
contrast the labors of pukuniahi george Q cannon and his
am e after them with our friend here who
associates and us who 6came
assumed to be your leader and boasts of what he has done you say

and await

his bidding to arise
the investigators also found that gibson had organized the males on lanai
young and old

in military companies and

was

drilling

them in the

arts of

war

he had indicated to them according to some of the hawaliansjthat
hawaiiansthat when they

than
theb
then
for them

a ship would come

were well enough trained

they would sail off

whether

to the south seas take control of island after island and organize an empire
of the pacific
mhen
when
ahen

annual conference was about to convene on april
semiannual
the semi
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he told the apostles to go in
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later

he made a tardy

snow and benson
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near
rear the

and snow believing he should
hymn

that he

had to go back to

dramatic entrance
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defer to them

the hawaiian people

among

the purpose of their inquiries

priesthood meeting with a large attendance

authority

ignoring the presence

gibson began to

speak

dear red skinned children you are my children and I1 am
many answered yes
I1 presume you are
your father am 1I not
all anxious to know why these strangers have come among us
I1 am as much at a loss to know what they have come for as you

snow spoke

in the evening of april

do you claim the

room

first hymn after that he called
cluff turned to apostles benson
duff
but they asked cluff
muff
duff to proceed

without conferring with anyone

are strangers

in the afternoon elder benson and elder

by what

called for the

elder cluff
duff to offer a prayer

then after a second

in the

gibson arrived with apostles benson and snow

meetinghouse on lanai

entrance
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we

elder

briefly explaining
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there

snow asked

was a

gibson

right to preside over the hawaiian

mission
gibson sent talula to get his commission from president young which was

elaborately decorated with ribbons and seals
you

will not fail to recognize the

counselors here
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snow
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names

he

said
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think gentlemen

of brigham young and his

two

think gentlemen you will not deny their authority

replied

why

brother gibson this document does not

appoint you to preside over the hawaiian mission of the church

you have

my

are

that authority

elder benson

here and find you like a flock of sheep
scattered and without a shepherd did 1I not gather you into
this fold and have I1 not fed you when these strangers were here
before your true shepherd and father came did you not have to
feed and clothe them instead of their feeding and clothing you
as your father Is doing
he went on

come

like this for about half an hour

called on joseph

F

smith to talk

then ezra

T

benson arose

summed up

the case

investigated the charges preferred
against brother gibson by several of your native elders and
he was not appointed to come
found them substantially true
in ordaining apostles high
and preside over this mission
priests seventies and bishops he assumed authority that
belongs exclusively to the first presidency of the church
his claiming that he had equal authority with president brigham
Pa lawai
young was most absurd
lalawai
his purchasing this land of palawai
and having the deeds made to him and his heirs was a fraud and
a robbery
for all these unlawful acts we disapprove of this
course and say he is not the president of this mission and we
ask you saints to sustain us in this decision
we

did 1I not

and

assumed

have thoroughly
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elder benson and elder
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cannot forget my love and regard for your person
although you have dealt precipitately and harshly with me
1I
my daughter remembers tenderly your interesting family
farlly
familyi
think and feel that though my spirit has not responded to your
call and we are now in different channels that yet my course
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or the work you direct
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he had ordained
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but the charge was his persistent
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for the church in his

stated

gibson was not for owning property

how much he had

given

young

they soon began to realize thathe
that he was not what he purported to be
teathe

that

were the following

officials without authority for
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president young then moved that
refusal to be dictated by the priesthood
gibsons excommunication be ratified which the congregation did unanimously

to leave

april

cluff
duff to try to put

after their report president

no one

although the hawaiian
on
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afternoon they reported on their investigation at

the benefit of the poor

ped
disfellowshipped
otherwise they would be disfellowshlpped
disfellowship

elder benson and his associates returned to lahaina
among

same

it

or forclaiming
for claiming

the branches would be reorganized

the church

smith and william

briefly that the charge against walter

the investigators advised the native

lanai and return to their
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in the tabernacle

a meeting

who

voted against elder bensons motion to disapprove of gibsons

mormons

actions
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that

on may 29

benefit from the land

nevertheless at the april
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affairs in the islands in order

he had received no

hawaiians
wallans and those
said he would try to keep his influence over the Ha

left

joseph

how

man was

walter murray

are the accomplishments of his life to be evaluated

there are three logical alternative evaluations of gibson regarding the
years during which he

saints

leaving elders

the

was a member

first is that

of the church of jesus christ of

latterday
latter day

in gibsons youth he developed a dream of power

wealth and dominion for himself over an empire in the dutch east indies or
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a kingdom of oceania

his entire life

permeated his thinking and every act throughout

this

and understood few of

really converted to

he was never

consequently

at the

its principles

Monnon ism
mormonism
isa

time he was baptized the

church seemed to be a convenient vehicle to use for accomplishing his
consuming empirebuilding
empire bunding
building

his excommunication had very

indicate that he

may have

if

aspirations

little

LDS

life

Monnon ism
he was never converted to mormonism
isr

meaning and perhaps his actions which

been a rather poor emissary of the

LDS

completely disorganized and the converts were without formal education and

lacking almost entirely in the experience and discipline associated with an
organized church

that could be expected of
As

renegade of the

first

was a mormon

apostate and

he so perverted and made a mockery

order

of the offices

of the priesthood and the ordinances of the gospel that gods forgiveness could
not soon be expected

rather than accept gods appointed prophet

he took the power upon himself and caused
god

toworship
his disciples to worship

apostles

and
him

as a

such behavior is a sin of the worst proportions

further possible conclusion is that he

A

throughout his entire

mormon

was

sincere in the faith

years and acted to the best of his ability in

principles
prici ples under the circumstances
furthering the gospel as he understood its priciples
he found among the hawaiian people

early

members

conversion

of the church in

was

rather rapid

note that he had no association with the

new york

ohio missouri

and came from

latterday
latter day saints in salt lake city for

self study

or

illinois

his

he was exposed to

only a scant few months during which

time he was busy preparing and making public speeches on subjects other than
mormon

doctrine

there Is

no

record of

him

holding any office in church

organizations or of having leadership responsibility in any priesthood callings

prior to his arrival in hawaii
evidently he
and procedures

was

severely limited in his knowledge of church organizations

he found the church

in hawaii

when he

arrived in
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almost

activities
actlvltes
letter of his activites

he kept

and progress

president
perhaps

with his limited knowledge of the organization of the church he did the best

should not be judged harshly

another logical conclusion is that gibson

Is evident for the most part that

brigham young informed by

have been a

church

it

a

him under

the circumstances and excommunication

rather harsh judgment

to a final judgment whether walter murray
hurray gibson

saint the decision Is left to

you

was a renegade

or

may

